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haped by a predominant natural channel, the
Adour, the 11 towns in the Pays Grenadois will be
delighted to host you.

Thanks to its geographic location, its history and the
will of its people, this region offers a wide array of
tourist attractions, in terms of heritage, culture and the
environment, including but not limited to the fortified
town of Grenade-sur-l’Adour, Notre-Dame du Rugby
Chapel and its exhibition space in Larrivière-Saint-Savin,
the Course Landaise Museum and Chapel in Bascons
and the Saligues de l’Adour nature site spread across
the towns of Bordères-et-Lamensans and Cazères-surl’Adour.

Many activities are scheduled all year long in partnership
with nature guides from the Landes Departmental
Council, the Institution Adour and the Seignanx & Adour
Environmental Initiatives Centre.
Three weekly markets set the rhythm each year, taking
place each Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. Six
hiking loops run across the Pays Grenadois. In terms
of leisure activities, local associations offer canoeing
excursions on the Adour and horse rides.
Throughout this guide, we have endeavoured to provide
you with the richest, most reliable information possible
in all the areas which may be of use to you.

Pays Grenadois Tourist Office
14, place des Tilleuls
40270 Grenade sur l’Adour
Tél. : +33 (0) 5 58 45 45 98
Email : tourisme@cc-paysgrenadois.fr
www.cc-paysgrenadois.fr/tourisme
Find us on :
facebook.com/otpaysgrenadois
and Instagram : @ot_paysgrenadois

This brochure is available in
different languages (French, English
and Spanish) by request from the
Tourist Office reception desk.
Adapted materials for people
with vision, hearing and cognitive
impairments are also available.

Design : Communauté de Communes du Pays Grenadois Communication Department - Content : Steering Committee of the
Pays Grenadois Tourist Office Operations Board - Printing : Imprimerie Castay - 800 copies - Photo credits : Tourist Office Cyrille VIDAL - Gilles ARROYO and Flickr.

Cultural heritage
Grenade-sur-l’Adour...
The fortified town of Grenade was named after the city of
Granada in the south of Spain. The same principle applies
to Grenade-sur-Garonne, Geaune (in reference to Genoa,
Italy) and Barcelone-du-Gers (after its Spanish counterpart,
Barcelona).
At that time, the Moors occupied only the small Kingdom of
Granada which would be reconquered in the 15th century.
The bestowing of this name is therefore a reference to the
Reconquista, the Christian reconquest of Spain.
Jeanne-Marie FRITZ,
Doctor of Mediaeval History.

FORTIFIED TOWN OF GRENADE-SURL’ADOUR
Founded in 1322, this fortified town was first occupied
by the English until 1442. Certain street names still bear
witness to that past : Rue des Fossés (Moat St.), Rue des
Remparts (Rampart St.) and Rue du Chemin de Ronde
(Wall Walk St.). Around the central square with its canopies
and arcades, you will see old houses dating from the 14th
and 15th centuries. From the bridge over the Adour, you
can admire the highly picturesque view of the old houses
with their wooden balconies lining the river.
A walking trail dotted with six information panels ; accompanying booklet available from the Tourist Office.
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HISTORICAL HERITAGE
a watchtower, a bartizan (watch-turret) and arrow slits.
Over and above that imposing architecture, it boasts
many points of interest : a bell gable with five bells, a
flamboyant Gothic great door, three large multicoloured
statues from the 18th century, three 17th and 18th century
altarpieces and a pulpit dating from the 18th century incorporating elements from the era of Louis XIII. Can be
visited during services.

CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR CHURCH
This Romanesque church, with its parish attached to
La Castelle Abbey, was altered multiple times over
the centuries. It possesses a remarkable 18th century
altarpiece made of gilded sculpted wood and
encompassing two impressive paintings. The
church bell, dating from 1750, is a listed historical
monument. Can be visited during services.

ST-PIERRE & ST-PAUL DU MARSAN
CHURCH IN GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR

St-Amand
Chapel
in Bascons
The small St-Amand Chapel was built in 1946
on the site of a well whose “miraculous” water
cured the pellagra epidemic which was then
ravaging Gascony. The chapel is topped with
a campanile with three bells representing the
religion and the devotion of the village to the
parish’s patron saint.

ST-AMAND CHURCH IN BASCONS
St-Amand Parish Church, a listed historical monument,
is one of the most beautiful churches in the Landes. It
was partially burnt down during the Wars of Religion
and still retains multiple traces of the old fortified castle :

This church stands on the edge of the central
square in the fortified town of Grenade. A
listed historical monument, it dates from the
14th century. It has two towers built in 1833
and a beautiful Gothic great door. The interior
makes a curious impression as the altar is
not lined up in the central nave. The church
boasts multiple features on the list of historical
monuments, some of which came from La
Castelle Abbey: a sculpted wooden pulpit from
the early 18th century, an 18th century communion
table, an altarpiece dating from the 18th century and
a remarkable 17th century painting depicting a descent
from the cross. The church also possesses other
paintings of great interest. Open daily from 9 am to 6 pm.

ST-JEAN-BAPTISTE CHURCH IN LUSSAGNET
St-Jean-Baptiste Church was originally built in the
Romanesque style but was heavily modified over the
centuries. It possesses a most remarkable tabernacle
and altarpiece on the list of historical monuments. It
also features gorgeous 18th century décor : colonnades,
statues and bas-reliefs. Can be visited during services.
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LAMENSANS CHAPEL IN BORDÈRES-ETLAMENSANS
This edifice built on a balcony overlooking the Adour
Valley offers visitors an impressive view. The original
chapel was erected in the 12th century. It underwent
many a transformation over the centuries, that can
be seen on its outside walls. Pay close attention as
you walk around its exterior for a moment of real architectural poetry. Inside, you will find a 17th century
funeral litre, 18th century wall decorations and ancient

coats of arms. A deep sense of serenity pervades this
mystical place. Not open to the public.

SAINT-MAURICE-SUR-ADOUR CHURCH
This flamboyant Gothic church dates back to the 16th
century. Its remarkable great door and onion shaped
bell tower are particularly noteworthy. Inside are two
very interesting paintings, as well as two statues and
a Renaissance baptismal font. Can be visited during
services.

REGIONAL CURIOSITIES
GUILLAY MEGALITH IN LARRIVIÈRE-SAINTSAVIN
This majestic megalith made of local sandstone is a
listed historical monument. The stone bears primitive
engravings : a deer as well as a cart with wheels, axle
and shaft.

POTTERY OF CASTANDET
A village of potters whose first pottery dates from
1834. Thanks to its famous clay and marl, Castandet
experienced intensive activity from the early 19th to the

mid-20th century. A single kiln remains to mark that past.
For more information : +33 (0)5 58 44 06 55.

JEAN DE
BASCONS

LAHOURTIQUE

ARENA

IN

Architect Franck Bonnefous drew up the plans for the
arena which was then built in pine wood by volunteers
from the village. It bears the name of Jean de
Lahourtique, whose portrait (by Cel Le Gaucher) hangs
above the entryway. The arena is a listed historical
monument.

« MARCHE CAZÉRIENNE »

Eiffel Bridge
in Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Built in 1880 by the famous engineer. This
structure crossing over the Adour is unique in
the Landes and a listed historical monument.

The “Marche Cazérienne” is an anthem to the course
landaise, a sport in which competitors try to avoid
the horns of bulls. It owes its name to its birthplace,
the town of Cazères-sur-l’Adour. Composed in 1900 by
Fernand Tassine, founder of the orchestra in Mont-deMarsan, with lyrics written by Georges Randé in 1906.
The instrumental version of the hymn is performed on
the terraces of arenas and at village fêtes.
Watch and listen to it at the Tourist Office.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
COURSE LANDAISE MUSEUM AND CHAPEL
IN BASCONS
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This museum, wholly dedicated to courses landaises,
is the only one of its kind in France. It gives visitors
the keys to deciphering and appreciating this
unusual form of entertainment. Educational signs,
videos and spoken explanations : every resource
is used to help you understand all its ins and outs.

Next to the museum, a chapel made of shelly stone is
home to a statue of Our Lady of the Course Landaise.
It is place of pilgrimage each year on Ascension Day for
coursayres (fans of course landaise).
Museum open 15 April to 15 October : Wednesday & Saturday, 2 to 6 pm, in April, May, June, September & October ;
Tuesday to Friday, 2 to 6 pm, in July & August. Prices : €4 /
€2 for children.
Groups daily by appointment. Price: €3. For more information : +33 (0)5 58 52 91 76.

lumberjacks. An exhibition of toys of yesteryear.
Open Wednesday to Friday, 2 to 6 pm or by appointment.
Groups daily by appointment. For more information : +33
(0)5 58 76 05 25 or (0)6 70 45 24 20. Prices: €3 / children ages
12 to 18 : €2 / children under 12 : free.

PAVILION OF RESISTANCE AND DEPORTATION
IN GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
On 13 June 1944, the Maquis led by René Vielle intercepted
a major German convoy at the gates to Grenade-surl’Adour. In retaliation, the population assembled on the
village square watched as their main buildings burned
and 50 hostages were arrested, many of whom were later
deported. This municipal museum of remembrances from
that dark period was inaugurated in 1999.
Free entry. Guided tours by reservation only.
For more information : +33 (0)6 70 45 24 20.

CENTURIES OF HISTORY MUSEUM IN
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
This fun and educational museum leads you through
centuries of military history. Here, you will find reconstructions of scenes depicting life during different
periods. Discover genuine uniforms and many authentic
objects (breast plates, weapons, helmets and more).

Notre-Dame du Rugby Chapel
& its exhibition space
in Larrivière-Saint-Savin
A house of worship dear to rugby players in
France and abroad. The chapel is illuminated
by four stained glass windows dedicated to the
sport. Inside, some 185 rugby shirts recall individual
players, most of them either injured or deceased.
Exhibition space adjacent to the building for an
interesting dive into the world of rugby.
Open daily from 9 am to 5 pm. Free entry.

LITTLE MUSEUM OF LANDES HISTORY IN
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
The local rural memory has been deposited here with
the aim of sharing it with visitors who can discover
1,200 objects both unique and commonplace: human
lives, history and anecdotes told by the docent, Marina.
A real introductory lesson for schoolchildren. An
annexe containing the tools used by tree tappers and

Open Tuesday to Thursday, 2 to 6 pm or by appointment :
+33 (0)6 47 39 06 47. Prices : €3 / Children, school groups
and people with reduced mobility : free.

CHÂTEAU DE MARRAST AND ITS REMARKABLE
GARDEN IN BORDÈRES-ET-LAMENSANS
The first garden to earn the “remarkable garden” label
in the Landes is located in Bordères-et-Lamensans. It is
the garden of the Château de Marrast, a Louis XVI style
manor built in 1789 on the site of an old noble house in the
seigneury of Lartigue. It is full of character, harmoniously
marrying a formal French garden with English-style groves,
rows of Italian cypress and Italianate statuary.
Open daily, 27 April to 30 June (2 to 7 pm) & 1 July to 8
September (5 to 7 pm). Closed Tuesdays. Guided tours at 3, 4
& 5 pm. For more information : +33 (0)6 40 20 39 14. Prices : €6
/ children ages 12 to 16 : €3 / children under 12 : free. New in
2019 : 2 exhibitions.
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Natural heritage
NATURE SITES
SALIGUES DE L’ADOUR IN BORDÈRES-ETLAMENSANS AND CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR
Saligues de l’Adour is a regional nature site known for its
characteristic wetlands flora and fauna. The meanderings
of the Adour have bred special vegetation linked to the
instability of wetlands : underwater meadows, many
species of shrubs, particularly the willows (saules in
French) which lent their name to Saligues. The diverse
ecosystem is home to a great wealth of wildlife preserved
in a quiet zone : birdlife (many migratory and sedentary
species), land animals (species typical of this type of
environment like nutria and polecats, as well as rarer
creatures like otters) and aquatic animals (European
pond turtles, natterjack toads, etc.).
A path dotted with information panels and a sensory
experience allows the public to walk alongside the quiet
zone and explore the site, especially the lake at Cazères-surl’Adour. Accessible from Bordères-et-Lamensans or Cazèressur-l’Adour. Car parks and picnic tables on site.
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BIRDLIFE OBSERVATORY IN BASCONS
Observatories nestled all round the reservoir on the Ruisseau des
Longs stream in Bascons are a great opportunity to watch the
particularly interesting wildlife there. The environment is also
remarkable for its rich variety of plantlife.

LAVEYRON NATIONAL FOREST IN LUSSAGNET
This forest is in the process of regenerating (after the storm of
2009), monitored and managed by the National Forest Office
(ONF). It is home to rare and remarkable plantlife : beech, ash
and oak trees, to name but a few. It also contains some protected
species of flowers which are characteristic of wetlands : marsh
St John’s wort, anemone, scilla and more. You will be able to get
close to the marshland at certain points.

The Adour...
Although it is mostly invisible, the
Adour River is a vital component of the Pays Grenadois as it
serves as a “border” of our small
region, running past the towns
of Cazères-sur-l’Adour, Bordères
-et-Lamensans,
Grenade-surl’Adour,
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
and Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour.
This river flowing down from the
Upper Pyrenees is still wild in
this part of the Landes and can
really only be navigated by
canoe or kayak.
You can spot it from the bridges
in
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
and
Grenade-sur-l’Adour,
explore
it at the Saligues nature site
in Bordères-et-Lamensans and
Cazères-sur-l’Adour (a vast
area where the Adour meanders,
giving rise to specific plantlife
and wildlife), or follow its course
along the developed riverbanks
in Grenade-sur-l’Adour and
Cazères-sur-l’Adour or certain
hiking trails.

LAKES
GIOULE LAKE IN CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR
A body of water which receives various species of migratory birds
visible from the observatory. This forest-lined spot is ideal for
hiking and exploring this natural environment. The jetty is closed
during the birds’ mating seasons.

PEYROT LAKE IN MAURRIN
In the heart of a municipal forest spanning 13 hectares of land, this
body of water is a special place for walking, fishing and watching
a very wide variety of birdlife (ducks, wading birds, etc.).

The teams at the Tourist Office will
be happy to guide you in your exploration of the Adour.
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Map of the Pays Grenadois
D30

Mont-de-Marsan
Bordeaux
« Course Landaise »
Museum and chapel

D824

ARTASSENX

Birdlife
Observatory

BASCONS

Hiking trails

Jean de Lahourtique
Arena

Bascons > A pleasant itinerary following
forest paths and secondary roads and showcasing lovely aspects of the local heritage.

MAURR

St-Amand
Chapel

St-Amand
Church

Peyrot
Lake

Saint-Sever
D924 Dax
Bayonne

GRENADESUR-L’ADOUR

ST-MAURICESUR-ADOUR
Church

Pavilion of Resistance
and Deportation
Little Museum of
Landes History

Hiking trails

St-Pierre and St-Paul
du Marsan Church

Tourist Office

Grenade-sur-l’Adour >
A route along secondary roads
and footpaths through farmland
where you can discover the scenery of an agricultural plain with
lovely wooded segments here
and there.

C

LARRIVIÈREST-SAVIN

BORDÈ
ET-LAMEN

Saligues de
l’Adour
Rugby
Chapel

Guillay
Mégalith
NUMEROS D’APPEL D’URGENCE
EMERGENCY CALL NUMBERS
NÚMEROS DE LLAMADA DE EMERGENCIA

15 18 17
112 114
05 56 96 40 80
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Hiking trails
Larrivière-Saint-Savin >
A lovely route between the Adour and hillside
farms along small roads and tracks. Some invigorating wooded slopes, local heritage sites
and a magnificent panoramic view await you.

Eugénieles-Bains

Bordère
A lovely
view of
the Pyre
seconda
a charmi
through

12 km
from the spa
resort town
Eugénieles-Bains

A65

Cultural heritage
Natural heritage
Picnic area

Villeneuve-de-Marsan
Agen
Bordeaux
Getting to the Pays Grenadois

RIN

By car > 100 km from the Atlantic Ocean, 80 km from the
Pyrenees, 65 km from Dax, 65 km from Pau, 15 km from Montde-Marsan. 150 km from Bordeaux (on the A65 Bordeaux/Pau).
By train > Mont de Marsan - Dax line.
By plane > Pau and Bordeaux Airports (international).

CASTANDET

ÈRESNSANS

By shuttle bus > Mont-de-Marsan - Pau / Mont-de-Marsan Auch lines.

Nogaro
Auch
Toulouse

LE VIGNAU
Lamensans
Chapel

St-Jean-Baptiste
Church

LUSSAGNET

Church
Gioule
Lake

Saligues de
l’Adour
Eiffel
Bridge

Laveyron
National forest

CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR

Hiking trails
Hiking trails

es-et-Lamensans >
starting point with a panoramic
the valley and, on clear days,
enees. A pleasant route along
ary roads and country tracks, plus
ing path across Laguibaou Valley
its farmland.

Adour

Aire-sur-l’Adour
Pau

Cazères-sur-l’Adour >
Lovely loops along secondary
roads and country tracks, plus
small waterways scattered
throughout the farmland.
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Leisure & activities
SPORT AND RELAXATION
You can enjoy a variety of activities in the different towns of
the Pays Grenadois.
PETANQUE
Artassenx, Cazères-sur-l’Adour,
Grenade-sur-l’Adour, SaintMaurice-sur-Adour.
BASQUE PELOTA
Artassenx, Bascons, Grenadesur-l’Adour.
TENNIS
Bascons, Bordères-et-Lamensans, Grenade-sur-l’Adour.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL
Grenade-sur-l’Adour.

ON THE WATER
SWIMMING POOL - GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
Open 4 June to 31 August 2019. Swimming and aquarobics
classes offered.
1, rue Pierre de Coubertin. Tel : +33 (0)5 58 45 47 76
Prices : €2.80 (adults) / €1.85 (children ages 3 to 15). Tickets sold
individually and in books of 25.

CANOEING/KAYAKING - LARRIVIÈRE-SAINT-SAVIN
Paddle down from Cazères-sur-l’Adour towards Larrivière-Saint-Savin and Grenade-sur-l’Adour and explore
Saligues de l’Adour (groups of 6 to 12 people), accompanied
by a State certified professional and FFCK canoe/kayak
instructors. Introductions to canoeing, kayaking and
paddleboarding. Equipment rental. Life jackets, paddles
and watertight containers provided. Reservations required.
Association « La Grange » - 202, avenue des Prés
Tél : +33 (0)6 01 17 38 94. Email : lagrangedesaintsavin@netcourrier.com

FISHING
Grenade-sur-l’Adour, Cazères-sur-l’Adour and LarrivièreSaint-Savin : fishing licences sold at the Tourist Office.
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Maurrin : fishing licences sold at Town Hall, beginning the last
week of April (fishing season from 1 May to 30 September).

HIKES AND RIDES
WESTERN RIDING SCHOOL
L’Accalmie welcomes you for personalized lessons for all skill
levels, ages 4 and up, more intensive courses and rides through
the Saligues nature site. Possibility of training and preparation
for competition. Horse boarding.
Morgane Cheveux. Tel : +33 (0)6 87 08 56 82.
Email : laccalmie2@gmail.com

HIKING, CYCLING AND HORSE
TRAILS
> trail guides,
> ItiNAQUI mobile app.

LIBRARIES AND MEDIA LIBRARIES
BASCONS (MEDIA LIBRARY)
76, rue du Docteur Dupouy
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 44 00 31 (Town Hall) or +33 (0)9 67 06 00 31
Email : mediatheque.bascons@orange.fr

Wednesday : 11 am to 12 pm ; Thursday : 3 to 7 pm ; Saturday :
11 am - 12 pm.

BORDÈRES ET LAMENSANS (TOY & MEDIA LIBRARY)
168, chemin de Pébon
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 45 10 61
Email : mediatheque.borderes@wanadoo.fr
Blog : http://mediatheque.borderesetlamensans.over-blog.com

Tuesday : 10 am - 12 pm / 3 to 7 pm ; Wednesday : 10 am to 6 pm ;
Friday : 10 am - 12 pm / 3 to 7 pm ; Saturday : 10 am to 12:30 pm ;
Sunday : 2:30 to 5 pm (November to March).

CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR - LE VIGNAU - LUSSAGNET
(DISTRICT MEDIA LIBRARY)
Place de l’Ancienne Bastide
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 52 23 74
Email : bibliotheque.cazeres@orange.fr

Wednesday : 10 am to 12 pm / 3 to 6 pm ; Saturday : 10 am - 12 pm.

GRENADE SUR L’ADOUR (MEDIA LIBRARY)
32, rue des Capucins
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 03 75 36
Email : mediatheque@grenadesuradour.fr

Tuesday : 2 to 6 pm ; Wednesday : 10 am to 12 pm / 2 to 7 pm ;
Friday : 2 to 6 pm ; Saturday : 10 am to 12 pm.
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Local fine food
Markets
On Place des Tilleuls in
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
> Monday morning :
traditional market
(vegetables, meat,
cheese, clothes, etc.),
> Wednesday morning
(vegetables and dairy),
> Saturday morning :
farmers’ market.

LOCAL PRODUCERS
POULTRY, FOIE GRAS
& PRESERVES
Denise PASCALIN

(poultry only)
40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 52 25 75

Chantal and Eric TACHON
(tinned foie gras only)
40270 Maurrin
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 44 04 51

TOURTIERE PIES, PASTIS
BRIOCHE & MORE
Nathalie SAINT-GENEZ

40270 Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Tel. : +33 (0)6 08 52 04 10
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FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Maryse HIRIGOYEN

40270 Castandet
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 44 01 82

Les Melons de Cazères
Dimitri AGEZ
40270 Cazères sur l’Adour
Tel. : +33 (0)6 71 15 84 65

Ferme de Bastorre
Sabine and Gaston SALIS
(vegetables only)
40270 Grenade sur l’Adour
Tel. : +33 (0)6 75 18 45 78

ARMAGNAC
Denise PASCALIN

40270 Le Vignau
Tel. : +33 (0)5 58 52 25 75

RESTAURANTS
CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR
CAFÉTÉRIA ALIOTEL
485, route de Bordeaux
Tel. +33 (0)5 58 71 72 72
Open :
> Monday to Friday (lunch
and dinner)
> Saturday (lunch)
> Sunday (lunch and dinner)
Prices : €6-15

CAZÈRES-SUR-L’ADOUR
LE CAZÉRIEN
260, place de l’Ancienne
Bastide
Tel. +33 (0)5 58 52 61 32
Open :
> Monday to Saturday
(lunch)
> Friday dinner
> Saturday dinner (May to
October only)
Prices : €10-20

GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
LE SICILIA (RESTAURANT-PIZZERIA)
1, avenue de Mont de
Marsan
Tel. +33 (0)5 58 45 44 44
Open :
> Monday (lunch)
> Tuesday to Friday (lunch
and dinner)
> Saturday (dinner)
Prices : €7-18.50

GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
GRENADE-SUR-L’ADOUR
RESTAURANT CHEZ GILLES - Guide du Routard
12, rue René Vielle
Tel. +33 (0)5 58 45 92 37
Open :
> Monday to Saturday
(lunch)
> Thursday to
Saturday (dinner)
Prices : €10-25

HÔTEL DE FRANCE (A FINE DINING RESTAURANT
AND A BISTRO)
6, place des Tilleuls
Tel. +33 (0)5 58 45 19 02
Open :
> Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday & Saturday (lunch
and dinner)
> Thursday & Sunday (lunch)
Prices : €18-40 in the
restaurant ; €13-25 in the
bistro
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Accomodation
HOTELS

AIRECO
Céline and Bastien ERARD
485, route de Bordeaux
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 71 71 54
+33 (0)5 58 71 81 94 (Fax)
Rates : €39-42
Breakfast : €6.50
27 fully fitted rooms
1 accessible room

ALIOTEL
Céline and Bastien ERARD
485, route de Bordeaux
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 71 72 72
contact@hotel-restaurant-aliotel.
com
Rates : €49-52
Breakfast : €6.50
34 rooms
2 accessible rooms

CAMPSITE

Open 15 May to 15 October
5, rue Pierre de Coubertin - Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 91 14 (Town Hall)
+33 (0)5 58 45 41 63 or +33 (0)6 12 79 70 26 (campsite)
mairie@grenadesuradour.fr
Rates : €4.25-18.45
Mobile homes - Capacity : 4 people
Rates : €30/night or €200/week

MOTORHOME PARKING AREA
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Open year round
Place du 19 mars 1962 - Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 91 14 (Town Hall)
mairie@grenadesuradour.fr
Capacity : 5 motorhomes
Free. Limited to 1 night’s stay.

Tourist tax :
from 5 % of the nightly rate to €2 /person.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

LA VÉNERIE DE MARRAST

CALUCHET

FERME DE LOBIT

DE BALLOCHE

Jochem KLUMPEN
2277, avenue de l’Océan
Bordères-et-Lamensans
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 18 64
or +33 (0)6 40 20 39 14
jochem.klumpen@orange.fr
Rates : €75/night or
€380-1,080/week
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 5 people

Gudrun HEILIG
2170, chemin de Caluchet
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 18 02
or +33 (0)6 69 04 18 02
gheilig@orange.fr
Rates : €70/night or €490/
week
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 5 people

Joseph DELACHAUX
816-1104, route de Mont de
Marsan
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 43 76
Rates : €300-500
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 4 people

Bernadette and Michel
MALLET
2109, chemin de Péberot
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 44 01 98
or +33 (0)6 35 92 10 38
michel.mallet0854@orange.fr
Rates : €170-275
1 bedroom
Capacity : 2 people

L’OLIVIER

MAISON LAFLEUR

CHEZ ZÉLINDE

LOU BROY CAZAOU

Marie-Christine FARBOS
94, avenue du Comte de
Dampierre
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 52 24 84
or +33 (0)6 17 60 20 41
marie-christine.farbos@
wanadoo.fr
Rates : €260-320
1 bedroom
Capacity : 4 people

Michael FARBOS
288, route de Monde
Le Vignau
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 52 24 84
or +33 (0)6 17 60 20 41
marie-christine.farbos@
wanadoo.fr
Rates : €798/week
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 8 people

Eliane RECHEDE
3233, route de Mont-de-Marsan
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 12 38
or +33 (0)6 70 30 53 20
Rates : €440-880
5 bedrooms
Capacity : 10 people

Françoise and Philippe
BERTRAND
9, lotissement Dabescat
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 41 02
bertrand.phfr@orange.fr
Rates : €320-489
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 5 people

LES MAGNOLIAS

MAISON SETEM

PENS

LES TILLEULS

Corinne BACCARRÈRE
7, rue des Anciens Fossés
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)6 41 26 19 47
baccarrere.corinne@gmail.com
Rates : €250-600
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 6 people

Monique and Didier SABOURIN
405, chemin de Peyraborde
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 46 19
or +33 (0)6 70 83 39 55
didier.sabourin2@wanadoo.fr
Rates : €260-450
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 5 people

Marie-Edith CASTETS
89, route du Tursan
Bascons
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 06 97 07
or +33 (0)6 76 50 00 13
castets.marie-edith@orange.fr
Rates : €230-400
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 4 people

Yves MARCHETTO
16, place des Tilleuls
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)6 20 05 17 59
yvmar40@orange.fr
Rates : €45/night (3 nights
min.) or €280/week
Capacity : 2 people

A listed Aquitaine heritage site
and park
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LA LÉZARDIÈRE

STUDIO LA GLYCINE I

CÉRONS I

FERME DE POURRION

Jacky LARRAZET
1208, chemin de Bourboure
Bascons
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 44 03 92
or +33 (0)6 13 64 33 46
jacky.larrazet@orange.fr
Rates : €450-550
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 6 people

Cristel and Sébastien RAVE
48, rue René Vielle
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 30 34
or +33 (0)6 76 91 87 75
cristel.rave@gmail.com
Rate : €65/night
Capacity : 2 people

Marcelle MANCIET
1269, route de la Chalosse
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 40 98
or +33 (0)6 13 80 90 55
Rates : €150-210
1 bedroom
Capacity : 2 people

Nathalie SAINT-GENEZ
181, chemin de Marchaou
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0)6 08 52 04 10
ferme.pourrion@orange.fr
Rates : €48/night or €300/
week
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 4 people

SILVER LAKE GÎTE

STUDIO LA GLYCINE II

CÉRONS II

Annie CHATRE
1674, route du lac de la Gioule
Cazères-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 52 23 43
chatregite@orange.fr
www.silverlakegite.fr
Rates : €350-470
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 4 people

Cristel and Sébastien RAVE
48, rue René Vielle
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 30 34
or +33 (0)6 76 91 87 75
cristel.rave@gmail.com
Rate : €85/night
Capacity : 6 people

Marcelle MANCIET
1269, route de la Chalosse
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 40 98
or +33 (0)6 13 80 90 55
Rates : €160-220
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 2 people

BED & BREAKFASTS
LE TROUILH

Nadine SAVARY
1495, route de Benquet
Saint-Maurice-sur-Adour
Contact : +33 (0)6 45 76 56 96
trouilh.nadine@orange.fr
www.trouilh.fr
Rates : €58-110/night
Restaurant : €25
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 10 people

BASTIDE
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Fabienne and Jean-Jacques
BERNADET
6, place des Tilleuls
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 19 02
or +33 (0)6 14 36 22 08
j-j.bernadet@wanadoo.fr
Rate : €45/night
1 bedroom
Capacity : 2 people

DEMEURE LANDAISE
D’ESPRIT BRITISH

Dany and Philippe DECAP
61, rue du Casse
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 14 26
or +33 (0)6 12 54 34 19
sarl.mahogany@gmail.com
Rates : €70-90/night
4 bedrooms, incl. 2 suites

Capacity : 9 people

LA GLYCINE

Cristel and Sébastien RAVE
48, rue René Vielle
Grenade-sur-l’Adour
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 45 30 34
or +33 (0)6 76 91 87 75
cristel.rave@gmail.com
Rate : €65/night
Breakfast : €5
1 bedroom
Capacity : 4 people

FERME DE POURRION

Isabelle and Georges
SAINT-GENEZ
2176, route du Tursan
Larrivière-Saint-Savin
Contact : +33 (0)6 23 92 61 97
isabellesaintgenez40@gmail.com
Rate : €48/night
3 bedrooms
Capacity : 6 people

LE COUMIS

Denise PASCALIN
161, route de l’Henrion
Le Vignau
Contact : +33 (0)5 58 52 25 75
Rates : €50-75/night
Meals by reservation
2 bedrooms
Capacity : 5 people

In 2015, the Greater Mont-de-Marsan, Chalosse Tursan and Pays
Grenadois Tourist Offices decided to unite forces to allow you to
discover the Landes in a different way.
Although the department’s coastal reputation is well-established,
we know the Inner Landes area also has much to offer: fine food,
heritage, events, supersized nature, and the list goes on.
Between a tourist webzine, a blog of outings and great deals, we are
committed to keeping you informed and helping you to explore our
many treasures in an engaged AND engaging way.
We are a team of seven extreme (or almost) reporters who aim above
all to reach readers beyond our borders. Each week, we will be here,
sharing our long-time favourites, our latest impulses and top spots to
satisfy your appetites.

From Mont-de-Marsan to Saint-Sever, by way of
Le Tursan, Hagetmau and Grenade-sur-l’Adour,
Amandine, Carine, Claire and Loïc invite you to
visit www.landes-interieures.fr and the Facebook
page @landesinterieures to learn all about their
great deals, suggested outings, new encounters
and great places to eat (in French).
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THE TOURIST OFFICE
IS OPEN FOR YOU
ALL YEAR ROUND
FREE WIFI,
WINDOW DISPLAY SCREEN
SHOWING CONTINUOUS CONTENT,
INFORMATION & RECOMMENDATIONS
ON WHERE TO GO, ETC...

tourisme@cc-paysgrenadois.fr
Tél. +33 (0)5 58 45 45 98
OPENING HOURS :
MONDAY TO FRIDAY : 8:30 AM TO 12:30 PM
AND 1:30 TO 6 PM
SATURDAY : 8:30 AM TO 12:30 PM

www.cc-paysgrenadois.fr/tourisme
The Tourist Office is committed to providing genuine
suggestions, friendly service and easy access to
information. A Tourist Office which has earned the
Qualité Tourisme trademark guarantees personalized
assistance, clear and accurate information, competent
staff, a comfortable space and appropriate tourist
information.

